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CMB Stage-4
The next generation of ground based CMB experiments



Planck has mapped most of the information in the CMB temperature 
anisotropies on large and intermediate angular scales
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CMB S4 claim to be able to improve
 this by orders of magnitude ! 
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Planck has mapped most of the information in the CMB temperature 
anisotropies on large and intermediate angular scales



Primordial gravitational waves 
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Will it work?

Beyond SM of particles 
physics



Source of the claim 

Number of detectors 

Mirror size  
Number of telescopes 

Planck CMB S4

few tens

1.5 m

1

from 50 cm to 6m

few 100 000~70

Important on-going effort to 
consolidate these numbers



Largest foreground emission in temperature in the mm bands
Non stationary
Dominant source of noise in large and intermediate angular scales

Skepticism 1:  How to deal with atmosphere?
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How does the atmosphere look in Polarisation?
The atmosphere is very poorly polarized 



How does the atmosphere look in Polarisation?

But: instrumental systematic can lead to leakage of temperature 
atmospheric noise into Pol.
How big is this effect ?
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But: instrumental systematic can lead to leakage of temperature 
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How does the atmosphere look in Polarisation?
The atmosphere is very poorly polarized 

ACTPol



Implication 1

For l>1000 (angular scales <0.3 degrees), best measurement 
of EE power spectrum comes from ground based experiments
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Implication 1I
The deepest polarisation map to date are obtained by BICEP2 

BICEP2 signal in polarisation

BICEP2 noise in polarisation

Best constrain on primordial 
GW

 r< 0.07 (95% confidence)



However…

French/European proposal 
for high frequency

telescope on the Litebird satellite

The atmosphere becomes a very serious problem at high frequency 
even for polarisation data
We need to complement ground based observations with high 
frequency channels coming from balloon or satellite



Skepticism I1:  Sky coverage and scan strategy
Until now, polarisation from the ground only cover few % of the sky 

Map of the sky in equatorial coordinates

Recent published 
data in polarisation



Skepticism I1:  Sky coverage and scan strategy
Given the telescope locations we can cover much more



Adv ACTSPT-3G

Map of the sky in equatorial coordinates

Skepticism I1:  Sky coverage and scan strategy



However, due to the limited scan strategy of ground based 
experiments it is hard to get an even coverage of the sky

AdvACT hit counts

Scan strategy



However, due to the limited scan strategy of ground based 
experiments it is hard to get an even coverage of the sky

SHOW STOPPER?  No !
but we will need to develop smarter statistical 
estimators to deal with noise inhomogeneities

AdvACT hit counts

Scan strategy



Take away

-The atmosphere makes CMB from the ground hard in 
temperature but ground measurements can complement Planck 
data on small scales 

-CMB polarisation from the ground has been demonstrated to be much 
simpler and could improve even further with improved technology.

-Only few percent of the sky have been observed in polarisation
 from the ground, but current telescope look at much bigger sky fraction.

-There is no reason to believe that CMB-S4 will fail, although
 the exact numbers in the proposal are probably
 not extremely solid.

-The US is on the way of mapping all the CMB sky in the south hemisphere. 



Take away

-The atmosphere makes CMB from the ground hard in 
temperature but ground measurements can complement Planck 
data on small scales 

-CMB polarisation from the ground has been demonstrated to be much 
simpler and could improve even further with a use of Half-wave plate.

-Only few percent of the sky have been observed in polarisation
 from the ground, but current telescope look at much bigger sky fraction.

-There is no reason to believe that CMB-S4 will fail, although
 the exact number in the proposal are probably
 not extremely solid.

-The US is on the way of mapping all the CMB sky in the south hemisphere. What a
bout 

Europe ?



Greenland

-Put a telescope in the north
-Greenland has comparable atmospheric 
 properties with Chile
-Already existing project/infrastructure 
 (VLBI)

GREENLAND:

Chile
 +

 south pole






